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Abstract
P4-sparse graphs (deﬁned by Hoàng) and P4-reducible graphs (deﬁned by Jamison and Olariu) are graphs with weak density of
P4’s. Weak-bisplit graphs are bipartite graphs which show some analogies with cographs (i.e. P4-free graphs) and are characterized
with two forbidden conﬁgurations.We describe here bipartite graphs with weak density of those conﬁgurations. Structural properties
and recognition algorithms are given.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Complement reducible graphs, cographs for short, were independently rediscovered several times and studied
systematically e.g. in [16,3]. Cographs can be deﬁned as graphs that can be reduced to single vertices by recursively
complementing connected subgraphs and are also characterized with forbidden induced subgraphs, the chordless paths
on four vertices, namely the P4’s. Moreover, an incremental linear time recognition algorithm for cographs, given by
Corneil et al. in [4], allows efﬁcient solutions for a lot of optimization problems which are NP-complete in the general
case (see [8]) as well as for the recognition problem.
Several generalizations of cographs are obtained by bounding the number of P4’s in different ways. For example,
Hoàng in [12] has introduced the P4-sparse graphs where no subset of ﬁve vertices induces more than one P4, similarly
Jamison and Olariu in [13] called P4-reducible a graph such that every vertex belongs to at most one P4 of the graph.
Linear time algorithms for the recognition problem on those classes of graphs are given in [14,15].
A bipartite graph G, denoted G= (B ∪W,E), is a graph such that the edge set E is a subset of B ×W , B (the set of
black vertices) and W (the set of white vertices) being disjoint sets of vertices. Bipartite graphs provide suitable models
for a large number of problems and adapting general graph results to the bipartite case has motivated researchers over
the years. For example McKee in [17] attempts a bipartite translation of various graph concepts, Frost et al. in [7]
propose to deﬁne a bipartite analog of split graphs and Brandstädt in [2] examines relations between chordal, strongly
chordal, split graphs and bipartite graphs.
In this line of research the bipartite complement Gbip of a bipartite graph G = (B ∪ W,E) was deﬁned in [9] by
Gbip = (B ∪W,B ×W\E). In [6], Fouquet et al. introduced the notion of K + S-decomposition: a (ordered) partition
(V1, V2) of the vertex set in a bipartite graph is a K +S-decomposition when the black vertices of V1 are all adjacent to
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Fig. 1. K + S-decomposition.
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Fig. 2. Forbidden induced subgraphs for weak-bisplit graphs.
the white vertices of V2 while there is no edge connecting a white vertex of V1 to a black vertex of V2(see Fig. 1), in this
case the sets V1 and V2 are said to be the components of the K + S-decomposition. For a bipartite graph G, canonical
decomposition also deﬁned in [6] recursively applies K + S-decomposition or parallel decomposition (following the
connected components of G) or series decomposition (following the connected components of Gbip).
Weak-bisplit graphs are designed in [6] to be completely decomposable with respect to canonical decomposition, that
is graphs whose indecomposable subgraphs are reduced to single vertices. Weak-bisplit graphs are also characterized
with two forbidden induced subgraphs, the P7 and the Star123 (see Fig. 1) and a linear time recognition algorithm,
which follows the ideas developed in [4], is provided in [11] for this class of graphs (Fig. 2).
Theweak-bisplit graphs are characterized by the two excluded subgraphsP7 and Star123 as cographs are characterized
by excludedP4. In this paperwe deﬁne and study classes of bipartite graphswhich are designed to haveP7’s andStar123’s
in weak density (see Deﬁnitions 1 and 2), we also provide structural properties as well as recognition algorithms for
those classes of graphs.
1.1. Notations and deﬁnitions
Two sets M and M ′ properly overlap whenever M\M ′, M ∩ M ′ and M ′\M are not empty. Let G = (B ∪ W,E) be
a bipartite graph, the sets B and W are said to be the color classes of G, B ∪ W will also be denoted V (G), when the
sets B and W are both non-empty the graph is said bi-chromatic.
Two vertices x and y belonging to different color classes such that xy ∈ E are adjacent (independent otherwise), a
vertex that is adjacent to x (resp. independent of x) is said to be a neighbor (resp. a non-neighbor) of x. A vertex that
has no neighbor in G (resp. Gbip) is said to be isolated (resp. universal) in G.
Let S be a subset ofV (G). The graph induced by S inGwill be denoted byG[S]. Let x be a vertex ofG outside of S, the
set of neighbors (resp. non-neighbors) of x that belong to S is said to be the neighborhood (resp. the non-neighborhood)
of x in S, when x has no neighbor in S we will say that x is independent of S.
If x is isolated or universal in G[S ∪ {x}], x is said to be uniform with respect to S and partial otherwise. If no vertex
outside of S is partial with respect to S, S is called a bi-homogeneous set.
Let X be a subset of S, we denote NX the set of vertices belonging to V (G)\S whose neighborhood in S is X. Hence
N∅ denotes the set of vertices of G that are independent of S. When no confusion is possible in the notation NX the set
X will be replaced by a list of its elements.
A Pk denotes a chordless path on k vertices while a 2K2 is a graph with two connected components, both of them
inducing a P2.
LetF be a family of graphs, when G does not contain any subgraph isomorphic to a member ofF, G is saidF-free.
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Fig. 3. Two types of extension for a Star123.
Observe that the terms deﬁned above are meant in the bipartite sense, for example any pair of vertices inducing
a bi-chromatic graph is a bi-homogeneous set. For terms not deﬁned here, we use standard deﬁnitions and standard
notations (see [1]).
Let G = (B ∪ W,E) be a bipartite graph.
Deﬁnition 1. G is said to be a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph when no subset of eight vertices induces more than one P7
or Star123.
Deﬁnition 2. G is said to be a (P7, Star123)-reducible graph when no vertex of G belongs to more than one P7 or
Star123.
2. P7 and Star123 extensions
For further use we introduce the notion of extension of S when S is a set of vertices of G inducing a Star123.
Let S be a vertex set inducing a Star123 in G. Let us number the vertices of S from 1 to 7 in such a way that
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} induces a P6 with edges 12, 23, 34, 45 and 56 while the vertex 7 is only adjacent to 4.
Deﬁnition 3. The set S ∪ N57 will be said to be an extension of type 1 of S in G (see Fig. 3).
Deﬁnition 4. An extension of type 2 of S in G is deﬁned by the set S ∪N35 ∪X∪Y , where X is the subset of N∅ whose
members have a neighbor in G[N35 ∪ N∅] and where Y is the subset of N246 whose members have a non-neighbor in
G[N35 ∪ N246] (see Fig. 3).
It is easy to see now that the class of (P7,Star123)-sparse graphs properly contains the family of (P7, Star123)-reducible
graphs.
Observation 5. If S induces a Star123 in a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph, then N57 = ∅ or N35 = ∅.
Indeed, if on the contrary N35 and N75 are not empty we consider x35 ∈ N35 and x75 ∈ N75, the set
{1, 2, 3, x35, 5, 6, x75} contains an induced P7 and an induced Star123, a contradiction.
By Observation 5 an extension of a set S inducing Star123 in a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph is either of type 1 or of
type 2, such an extension will be henceforth denoted ˜S.
For convenience, when a set S of vertices induces a P7, the set S itself will be said an extension of S and will be also
denoted ˜S.
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Observation 6. Let S inducing a Star123 in a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph, then ˜S is P7-free.
Property 7. Let S induce a Star123 or a P7 in a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph and let ˜S be an extension of type 2. Then
G[X∪N35] as well as Gbip[Y ∪N35] are P3-free, in addition no vertex of N35 has a neighbor that belongs to X together
with a non-neighbor that belongs to Y.
Proof. Let {a, b, c} induce a P3 in G[X ∪N35], the vertices of {a, b, c, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6} induce 2 Star123, a contradiction.
The same fact holds with {a, b, c, 1, 2, 4, 7} when {a, b, c} induces a P3 in Gbip[Y ∪ N35].
Moreover, if a vertex ofN35, say s has a neighbor inX, say x and a non-neighbor inY, say y, the set {s, x, y, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6}
induces two Star123, a contradiction. 
In the following, an extension ˜S which veriﬁes Property 7 will be said well arranged. It is easy to see that in a
well arranged extension of type 2 the connected components of G[X ∪ N35] as well as the connected components of
Gbip[Y ∪ N35] are either isolated vertices or single edges.
Property 8. Let S be a vertex set inducing a P7 or a Star123 in G. If˜S is well-arranged then˜S induces a (P7,Star123)-
sparse graph.
Proof. When S induces a P7 we have ˜S = S and thus ˜S obviously induces a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph.
Assume from now on that S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} induces a Star123.
If ˜S is an extension of type 1, any subset of ˜S, say S′, inducing a Star123 distinct from S must contain exactly one
vertex of N57 since a Star123 has no two vertices with the same neighborhood. It is easy to check that no subset of S
together with a vertex of N35 can induce a Star123. It follows that S is the unique subset of ˜S inducing a Star123 and
thus G[˜S] being also P7-free is a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph.
Suppose in the following that ˜S is an extension of type 2 which is well arranged. Recall that ˜S = S ∪ N35 ∪ X ∪ Y
with X ⊆ N∅ and Y ⊆ N246, each vertex of X (resp. Y) having a neighbor (resp. non-neighbor) belonging to N35.
Let S′ be a subset of ˜S distinct from S and inducing a Star123 in G[˜S].
Claim 1. G[S′\S\X] is 2K2-free.
Proof. Let n, n′ ∈ N35 and y, y′ ∈ Y be vertices of S′\S\X inducing a 2K2, namely ny, n′y′.
Fact 1. S′ contains only two elements of Y that are y and y′.
Proof. Assume not. Let y′′ be an element of Y in S′ distinct from y and y′. The vertex y′′ is adjacent to n and n′ by
construction of˜S, y′′ being not universal in S′ there must be in S′ a non-neighbor to y′′, say s. By construction of˜Swe
know that s is adjacent to y and y′. Consequently the set {n, y, n′, y′, s, y′′} induces a C6 in G[S′], a contradiction. 
Fact 2. S′ contains only two elements of N35 that are n and n′.
Proof. Let s be an element of N35 in S′ distinct from n and n′. No vertex of {2, 4, 6} can belong to S′ or this vertex
together with y, y′ and s would induce aC4 inG[S′], a contradiction. Consequently n and n′ must have another neighbor
in S′ which must belong to {3, 5}. But now n, y, s and this other neighbor of n in S would induce a C4 in G[S′], a
contradiction. 
Thus S′ = {n, y, n′, y′} ∪ {a, b, c} where {a, b, c} ⊂ S. Moreover {a, b, c} contains exactly one member of {2, 4, 6}
(or we can ﬁnd a C4 in G[S′]) say a, b cannot belong to {3, 5} for otherwise {a, y, n, b} would induce a C4 in G[S′], a
contradiction. Consequently {b, c} = {1, 7} and then S′ cannot induce a Star123. 
Claim 2. If there is no vertex ofY in S′ then S′ ={1, 2, 3, 5, 6, x0, s0} where x0 ∈ X and s0 is the neighbor of x0 in N35.
Proof. Since S′ is distinct from S and since there is no vertex of Y in S′, S′ contains a vertex of N35, say s0. If S′ does
not contain 1, 2, 3, 5 or 6 then it can be checked that the longest induced path of S′ would be a P5, a contradiction.
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Moreover 4 does not belong to S′ or a C4 would be induced in G[S′], similarly S′ does not contain a vertex of N35
distinct from s0. Since S′ is connected 7 /∈ S′ and thus s0 must have a neighbor in X, say x0, which belongs to S′. 
Claim 3. If y ∈ Y belongs to S′ then the non-neighbor of y in N35 also belongs to S′. Moreover y is the unique member
of Y belonging to S′.
Proof. Since y is partial with respect to S′, the non-neighbor of y in N35 belongs to S′. If a vertex distinct from y also
belongs to S′, a 2K2 would be induced in G[S′\S\X], a contradiction with Claim 1. 
Claim 4. Let y0 ∈ Y and s0 ∈ N35 be independent members of S′.
(i) If S′ ∩ N35 = {s0} then S′ = {y0, s0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7}
(ii) If S′ ∩ N35{s0} then S′ = {1, 2, 5, y0, s0, s1, x1} where x1 ∈ X and s1 is the neighbor of x1 in N35.
Proof. Assertion (i) can be easily checked (recall that, since s0 is the unique non-neighbor of y0 in N35, s0 itself has
no neighbor in X).
Assume that s1 ∈ N35 distinct from s0 belongs to S′. Since s0 ∈ S′ and S′ is connected, either 3 or 5 belongs to S′.
Consequently S′ ∩N35 ={s0, s1} or a C4 would be induced in G[S′], a contradiction. Moreover 3 /∈ S′ otherwise 5 /∈ S′
(or {s1, s0, 3, 5} induces a C4 in G[S′]), 2 /∈ S′ and 4 /∈ S′ (or a C4 would be induced in G[S′] together with 7, s1, y0),
thus 1 /∈ S′ and 7 /∈ S′, consequently the set S′ would have at most six vertices, a contradiction. Thus 5 belongs to S′
and then 4 and 6 are not in S′ (or we ﬁnd an induced C4 in G[S′] with yO, s1, 5). Finally the missing vertices of S′ are
1, 2, and a neighbor of s1 in X. 
Since G[˜S] is P7-free (Observation 6) and since the induced Star123 whose vertex set is distinct from S are described
in Claims 2 and 4 it is easy to check that no subset of G[˜S] having eight vertices can induce two distinct Star123. It
follows that G[˜S] is a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph. 
3. Structural properties
Theorem 9. Let G be a bipartite graph. G is (P7,Star123)-sparse if and only if for every set S inducing a P7 or a
Star123, ˜S is well-arranged and is a bi-homogeneous set.
Proof. Let G be a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph and S a vertex set inducing either a P7 or a Star123 in G. The extension
˜S is well-arranged by Property 7.
Claim 1. When S induces a P7 in G then S is a bi-homogeneous set.
Proof. Let x be a vertex of G that is partial with respect to S. In all cases of adjacencies the set S ∪ {x} would induce
at least two P7’s or one P7 and one Star123, a contradiction. 
Let us assume now that S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} induces a Star123.
Claim 2. Let x be a vertex which is partial with respect to S, then x ∈ N57 ∪ N35.
Proof. In all other cases of adjacencies the set S ∪ {x} would induce at least two Star123 or one P7 and one Star123, a
contradiction. 
If N35 ∪N57 = ∅ then˜S = S, no vertex is partial with respect to S, in this case S is a bi-homogeneous set and we are
done.
In the following we suppose that N57 ∪N35 	= ∅, we know by Observation 5 that N57 =∅ or N35 =∅, consequently,
we consider two cases.
Case 1: N57 	= ∅.
Let s be a vertex of N57.
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Claim 3. The vertex s cannot have a neighbor in N∅.
Proof. Let x be a neighbor of s in N∅. But now {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, s, x} would induce a P7 and {5, 6, s, x, 4, 3, 2} would
induce a Star123, a contradiction. 
Claim 4. The vertex s cannot have a non-neighbor in N246.
Proof. Assume that x ∈ N246 is a non-neighbor of s, the graph G[{1, 2, 3, x, 6, 5, s, 7}] contains two induced P7, a
contradiction. 
It follows from Claims 3 and 4 that the vertices of N57 are all independent of N∅ and are all adjacent to the vertices
of N246. Consequently the set S ∪ N57, which is an extension of type 1, is a bi-homogeneous set.
Case 2: N35 	= ∅.
Let X be the set of vertices of N∅ which have a neighbor in N35 and Y be the set of vertices in N246 having a
non-neighbor in N35. We denote by ˜S the set S ∪ N35 ∪ X ∪ Y ,by construction ˜S is an extension of type 2.
Let us now prove that ˜S is a bi-homogeneous set.
Let x be a vertex outside of˜S which is partial with respect to˜S. Since the vertices of G that are partial with respect to
S are in˜S we know that x is uniform with respect to S. If x ∈ N∅, x must have a neighbor in N35 and thus x belongs to
X, a contradiction. Similarly, if x ∈ N246, it must have a non-neighbor in N35, this implies that x belongs to Y, another
contradiction.
Conversely, let X be a set of eight vertices such that G[X] contains at least two induced P7 or Star123, whose vertex
sets are, respectively, denoted S1 and S2. Let x ∈ X\S1 and let ˜S1 denote the extension of S1. Obviously x belongs
to S2. Since G[˜S1] is a (P7,Star123)-sparse (Property 8) the vertex x does not belong to ˜S1. Moreover, since ˜S1 is a
bi-homogeneous set the vertex x is uniform with respect to S2\{x}, a contradiction since no vertex of G[S2] is isolated
nor universal in G[S2]. 
Theorem 10 below follows directly from Theorem 9 and Deﬁnition 2.
Theorem 10. Let G be a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph. G is a (P7, Star123)-reducible graph if and only if for every set S
inducing a Star123, ˜S is either an extension of type 1 or an extension of type 2 such that X = Y = ∅.
Observation 11. Observe that in a (P7, Star123)-reducible graph G, whenever a set S induces a P7 or a Star123, a
such induced subgraph is unique in ˜S while it is not the case if the graph is (P7, Star123)-sparse (see the proof of
Proposition 8).
4. A matroid
As pointed out in the introduction, aP4-sparse graph is characterized by the fact that no subset of ﬁve vertices induces
more than one P4. These graphs can be alternatively characterized by seven excluded subgraphs on ﬁve vertices, among
them the C5 (see [12]). In [10] the extended P4-sparse graphs were introduced in allowing induced C5’s.
It turns out that this class of extended P4-sparse graphs is the class of {P4} matrogenic graphs of Ding and Hammer
(see [5]). A graph is said to be {P4} matrogenic whenever its set of induced subgraphs isomorphic to the above family
of seven subgraphs is the set of circuits of a matroid. In other words, a graph is {P4} matrogenic whenever the induced
P4-free subgraphs are the independent sets of a matroid.
In this section, we shall see that an analogous result holds for the bipartite (P7,Star123)-reducible graphs while this
is not the case for the (P7,Star123)-sparse graphs.
Let G be a bipartite graph.
Lemma 12. Let M and M ′ two bi-homogeneous sets of G which properly overlap. If M and M ′ induce connected
subgraph as well as their bipartite complement, then:
• M ∩ M ′ M\M ′ and M ′\M induce bi-chromatic graphs.
• M ∩ M ′ and M\M ′ are the components of a K + S-decomposition of G[M].
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Proof. Since M is connected, there exists x ∈ M ∩ M ′ and y ∈ M\M ′ such that xy ∈ E. Without loss of generality,
we can suppose that x is a white vertex while y is a black one. M ′ being a bi-homogeneous set, y is adjacent to every
white vertex of M ′ (hence to every white vertex of M ∩ M ′).
Claim. M ′\M contains a white vertex z.
Proof. Suppose the claim is false.M ′ being connected, there exists a black vertex z in M ′\M which is adjacent to a
white vertex of M ∩ M ′. Since M is a bi-homogeneous set, z is adjacent to every white vertex of M. In particular, z
is adjacent to every white vertex of M ∩ M ′, hence to every white vertex of M ′. Which is a contradiction, since z is
isolated in Gbip[M ′]. 
M being a bi-homogeneous set, z is adjacent to every black vertex in M\M ′. M ′ being homogeneous, every black
vertex of M\M ′ is thus adjacent to every white vertex of M ′. Hence, every black vertex of M\M ′ is adjacent to every
white vertex of M ′ ∩M . Moreover (this fact will be used after), every white vertex of M ′\M is adjacent to every black
vertex of M, henceforth to every black vertex of M ∩ M ′.
G[M] and Gbip[M] being connected, there exits at least one white vertex in M\M ′ and at least one black vertex
in M ∩ M ′. In the same way, there exists at least one black vertex in M ′\M . Thus M ∩ M ′, M\M ′ and M ′\M are
bi-chromatic, as claimed.
It remains just to show that there is no edge between a white vertex of M\M ′ and a black vertex of M ∩M ′. Assume
to the contrary that uv is such an edge, with u ∈ M ∩M ′ and v ∈ M\M ′. Then, every black vertex of M ′\M is adjacent
to v (M ′ being bi-homogeneous set). Hence, every black vertex of M ′\M is adjacent to every white vertex of M. As
pointed out before, the same holds between the white vertices of M ′\M and the black vertices of M ∩M ′. In that case
Gbip[M ′] is not connected, a contradiction. 
Let M be a bi-homogeneous set of a bipartite graph G. We shall say that M has a ﬁne bipartition, namely (V1, V2)
whenever (V1, V2) is a K + S-decomposition such that both V1 and V2 induce bi-chromatic graphs.
The following observations can be easily checked.
Observation 13. Let G be a bipartite graph and M a bi-homogeneous set together with a ﬁne bipartition (if any)
(V1, V2). If G[M] contains an induced P6 then this subgraph is entirely contained into G[V1] or G[V2].
Observation 14. Let G be a bipartite graph and M a bi-homogeneous set together with a ﬁne partition (if any) (V1, V2).
If G[M] contains an induced Star123 or an induced P7 then this subgraph is entirely contained into G[V1] or G[V2].
Observation 15. Let G be a bipartite (P7,Star123)-sparse graph and S be a subset of the vertices G inducing a P7 or
a Star123 then G[˜S] is connected as well as Gbip[˜S].
Lemma 16. Let G be a bipartite (P7,Star123)-sparse graph and S be a subset of vertices inducing a P7 or a Star123
then ˜S has no ﬁne bipartition.
Proof. By Observation 14 ˜Sdoes not induce a P7. Assume that the vertices of S are labelled {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} (with
47 ∈ E) and˜S has a ﬁne bipartition (V1, V2). From Observation 14 we can assume w.l.o.g that {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} ⊆ V1.
A vertex of N57 which is not uniform with respect to S cannot belong to V2. Consequently ˜S is an extension of type 2
and we write˜S = S ∪ N35 ∪ X ∪ Y . But now no vertex of N35 ∪ X ∪ Y being uniform with respect to S would belong
to V2, a contradiction. 
Theorem 17. LetG be a bipartite (P7,Star123)-sparse graph and letM andM ′ be two bi-homogeneous sets isomorphic
to an extension of a P7 or a Star123. Then M ∩ M ′ = ∅.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that M ∩ M ′ 	= ∅. By construction of the extension of a Star123 we can assume that M
andM ′ properly overlap. FromObservation 15G[M],Gbip[M],G[M ′] andGbip[M ′] are connected. FromObservation
16 these bi-homogeneous sets have no ﬁne bipartition. Hence Lemma 12 is not satisﬁed, a contradiction. 
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Theorem 18. Let G be a bipartite (P7,Star123)-reducible graph. Then the set of subgraphs of G which are weak-bisplit
graphs are the independent sets of a matroid.
Proof. Recall that a weak-bisplit graph is a bipartite graph with no P7 and no Star123 as induced subgraph. Since the
empty graph is clearly a weak-bisplit graph and since every subgraph of a weak-bisplit graph is a weak-bisplit graph
itself, we have just to verify the so called augmentation axiom of the independent sets of a matroid.
Let X andY two weak-bisplit subgraphs of G with |X|= |Y |+1. Let x ∈ X\Y and assume that Y ∪{x} contains a P7
or a Star123, say S. Let˜Sx ⊆ Y ∪ {x} be the extension containing this conﬁguration. Since˜Sx is not entirely contained
into X, there must exist a vertex y in Y\X which is itself a vertex of ˜Sx . Since there is a unique P7 or Star123 induced
in ˜Sx (see Observation 11) and since the ˜Sx are pairwise disjoint (Theorem 17), we certainly have at least as many
vertices in Y\X as in X\Y , a contradiction. 
Maximal weak-bisplit subgraphs of a bipartite graph being the bases of a matroid, it follows:
Corollary 19. Let G be a bipartite (P7,Star123)-reducible graph. Then the maximal weak-bisplit subgraphs of G have
the same number of vertices.
5. (P7,Star123)-sparse and (P7, Star123)-reducible graphs recognition
By using the algorithm given in [11] the computation of G′ = (V ′, E′) in Step 1 achieves in linear time. More
precisely, starting with an empty graph and for each vertex x of G we state G′ = G[V ′ ∪ {x}] whenever V ′ ∪ {x}
induces a weak-bisplit graph. Corollary 19 insures that the resulting graph G′ is a weak-bisplit graph of maximum size.
Moreover, when G[V ′ ∪ {x}] fails to be a weak-bisplit graph the algorithm in [11] provides a P7 or a Star123 containing
x. The computation of ˜S (Step 4) and testing whether ˜S is a bi-homogeneous set or is well-arranged take O(n) time
where n stands for the number of vertices of G.
Algorithm (P7,Star123)-sparse graph recognition.
Input: A bipartite graph G = (B ∪ W,E).
Output: The message “Success” when G is a (P7,Star123)-sparse graph, the message “Fail” otherwise.
1: Let G′ = (V ′, E′) be a weak-bisplit graph of maximal size induced in G
2: for each vertex x in B ∪ W\V ′ do
3: Let S inducing a P7 or a Star123 which contains x
4: If ˜S is not well-arranged or is not a bi-homogeneous set then
5: Exit with the message “Fail”
6: Exit with the message “Success”.
Consequently Algorithm (P7,Star123)-sparse graph recognition runs within O(n2) time, its validity follows from
Theorem 9. The recognition of (P7, Star123)-reducible graphs only require an additional test when computing ˜S for
checking whether the conditions of Theorem 10 are veriﬁed. FromCorollary 19 it follows that themaximal weak-bisplit
graph obtained is also of maximum size.
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